
Class Notes
Class: x Topic: RESPIRATION IN HUMAN …CONT . 

(third topic of respiration)
Subject: BIOLOGY

Topics covered :
1. Bronchial tree
2. How exchange of gases takes place in alveoli .
3. Role of haemoglobin.

Bronchial tree : 
 The trachea, commonly known as the windpipe, is a tube about 4 inches long and less 
than an inch in diameter in most people. ... The trachea then divides into two smaller 
tubes called bronchi: one bronchus for each lung. The trachea is composed of about 20 
rings of tough cartilage.

Bronchi and bronchioles: Within the lungs the major bronchi further divide into 
secondary bronchi which sub-divide into small tertiary bronchi and finally into 
bronchioles.

Each bronchioles divide into alveolar duct which enters the alveolar sac or alveoli.

 The alveoli are made up of non-ciliated squamous epithelium cells.

It is surrounded by network of blood capillaries

Diagram showing bronchial tree:



STRUCTURE OF LUNGS FROM INSIDE :ALVEOLI AND EXCHANGE OF GASES:        

     Gas exchange takes place in the millions of alveoli in the lungs and the capillaries 
that envelop them. Inhaled oxygen moves from the alveoli to the blood in the capillaries,



and carbon dioxide moves from the blood in the capillaries to the air in the alveoli.      

The alveoli provide a surface where the exchange of gases can take place. ... 
The walls of the alveoli are supplied with an extensive network of blood vessels.
 So lungs maximise the area for gaseous exchange through the presence of large 
number of alveoli which are richly supplied with blood.
                   

ALVEOLI OF LUNGS
GASEOUS EXCHANGE:

1. The oxygen of air diffuses out from the alveoli walls into the blood. The oxygen is 
carried by blood to all the parts of the body. As the blood passes through the 
tissues of the body, the oxygen present in it diffuses into the cells. ... Blood 
carries the CO2 back to the lungs where it diffuses into the alveoli
 The alveoli are surrounded by thin blood vessels called capillaries carrying blood 
in them. So.The oxygen of air diffuses out from the alveoli walls into the blood.

2. The oxygen is carried by blood to all the parts of the body. As the blood passes 
through the tissues of the body, the oxygen present in it diffuses into the cells.

3. The oxygen combines with the digested food present in the cells to release 
energy.

4. Carbon dioxide gas is produced as a waste product during respiration in the cells 
of the body tissues. This carbon dioxide diffuses into the blood.

5. Blood carries the CO2 back to the lungs where it diffuses into the alveoli.
6. When we breathe out air. The diaphragm and muscles attached to the ribs relax 

due to which our chest cavity contracts and becomes smaller. This contraction 
movement of the chest pushes out CO2 from the alveoli of lungs into the trachea, 
nostrils then out of the body into air.

7. Note: During the breathing cycle, when air is taken in and let out, the lungs 
always contain a residual volume of air so that there is sufficient time for oxygen 
to be absorbed and for the carbon dioxide to be released.

8. Carbon dioxide is more soluble in water than oxygen is and hence is mostly 
transported in the dissolved form in our blood.

ROLE OF HAEMOGLOBIN:

In humans respiratory pigment is Haemoglobin which has high affinity for oxygen.  
Haemoglobin is found in red blood cells and carries oxygen efficiently from the lungs to 
the tissues in body. It also aids in transporting hydrogen ions and carbon dioxide back to
the lungs. ... 



Haemoglobin is composed of four subunits each containing a cofactor known as a haem 
group that includes an iron atom centerIt has two parts: the haem and the globin.
 The haem contains iron and transports oxygen from the lungs to the tissues as well as 
takes carbon dioxide from the tissues to the lungs. 
Globin, a complex macromolecule, is a protein that helps to keep the hemoglobin 
liquefied.
Carbon monoxide poisoning:

Haemoglobin has more affinity for carbon monoxide than oxygen.
 So, if carbon monoxide gas is inhaled by a person, then this carbon monoxide binds 
very strongly with haemoglobin in the blood and prevents it from carrying oxygen to the 
brain and other parts of the body.

Due to lack of oxygen, the person cannot breathe properly.
Rate of breathing:
The process of breathing pumps in oxygen into our body (and removes CO2).
Breathing occurs involuntarily but the rate of breathing is controlled by the respiratory 
system of brain.
The average breathing rate in an adult man at rest is about 15 to 18 times per minute. 
This breathing rate increases with increased physical activity.

Oxygen required for breathing and respiration is carried by haemoglobin pigment 
present in our blood. The normal range of haemoglobin in the blood of a healthy adult 
person is from 12 to 18 grams per deciliter of blood.

The deficiency of haemoglobin in the blood of a person reduces the oxygen carrying 
capacity of blood resulting in breathing problems, tiredness and lack of energy.
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